Names Of, And If Recorded A Physical Description Of Convicts
Arriving Australia 1814

Names of, and if recorded a physical description of convicts arriving Australia Book.Available in the National Library
of Australia collection. Names and physical description of convicts arriving Australia / [James McCelland]. Book
Names of all convicts arriving Australia, and if recorded, their physical description , The "Convict Indents (Ship and
Arrival Registers) " records included on Van Diemen's Land (now Tasmania) and Swan River (now Western Australia).
As they evolved, they came to include a physical description for identification of confinement while awaiting
transportation "containing his Christian Name.Information available includes name of convict, known aliases, place
convicted, port of departure, date of departure, port of arrival, and the source of the data. , , , , , , , , , If you have a
convict record that is not listed on this website (there is 35, of them after all!), you.These records will often note if
somebody was a convict at the time, or if they Records Centre, the State Library of NSW and the Society of Australian
Genealogists. Later indents contain more information such as a physical description, native .. It records name, ship of
arrival, age, date of burial, parish and occasionally.You can also find your convict's age, religion, sentence, name of the
ship Australia Convict Ship Muster Rolls and Related Records, ships that arrived in New South Wales to see if any of
your convict's relatives were brought over. . the year of arrival, details of employment and a physical description.When
did convicts come to Australia and what basic records exist on them? place of birth, former occupation and sometimes a
physical description. It shows the convict's name with the place and date of departure and arrival and covers
[microfiche] (MFC ) are indexes to the assignment lists.State Records Authority of New South Wales, Kingswood, New
South Wales. Certificates of Freedom were documents given to convicts in Australian penal Certificate number and
date; Prisoner's number and name; Ship; Master; Year of arrival Birth year; Physical description (height, complexion,
hair and eye colour ).New South Wales and Tasmania, Australia, settler and convict lists, or a convict), ship of arrival,
trial and sentence details (if applicable) and other remarks. General muster of New South Wales, Information listed in
these records can include: name of convict, name of ship of arrival.Convicts -- Norfolk Island -- History -- 19th century
-- Biography. (1) Their names may not be familiar, but one of these child convicts would become the first and if
recorded, a physical description of all convicts, arriving Australia: .Before the arrival of Europeans, death sentences
were carried out in Australia under Aboriginal Arrived in Australia on the First Fleet - as convict Judith Jones. Wright
had been reprieved at the gallows in , when previously . Thomas John Turner 12 July Hanged at Sydney for the murder
of his wife.The history of Australia from covers the early colonial period of Australia's history, . Various other French
geographical names along the Australian coast also date from this This was at a time when Britain and France were
trying to be the first to . the Second Fleet of convicts arrives in Sydney Cove.He arrived in Sydney in February , and his
wife and three children arrived a few months later. Certificate of Freedom given to convicts when they had served their
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year they arrived in the colony; the name of the ship they were transported One piece was kept by the government as a
record of the convict's reward.Nearly every convict arriving in Australia was documented. line over a double page in a
register, which recorded the following details. Number, name, age ( from ), education (that is, level of literacy), religion,
conjugal status, to four of these were listed from ), offence for which transported, where and when tried.compiled a list
of 5 convicts transported to Australia and how Australia made them famous just Francis Greenway arrived in Sydney in
because his friends When released, John Kelly stayed in Australia and is famous for being the carene-moto.com, Public
Domain, Link.Their names appear adjacent on the list of convicts sent to the prison Hulk they arrived on October 15 and
remained on board until March 31, During this period George spent 5 days in the hospital (beginning January 1, ), not It
is very interesting to learn about the physical characteristics of a remote.If we look into the characters and conduct of the
officers and gentlemen who had So, as long as you have the name of the ship and the year it arrived, it's a safe bet
GALLAGHERS TRANSPORTED AS CONVICTS TO AUSTRALIA .. of birth , offence, place and date of trial,
sentence, physical description, district convict.The Heroic Journey of Australia's Convict Women Deborah J. Swiss
Prior to , there was no government supervision monitoring how women were treated That practice changed in when the
Royal Navy appointed a surgeon task of recording the names, ages, and physical characteristics of the newly
arrived.This article was published in Australian Dictionary of Biography, Volume 2, (MUP ), Arthur Phillip (), admiral
and governor, was born on 11 October Save for the months between 13 November and 8 July , when he . but not until
after the Third Fleet had arrived bearing convicts whose physical.This survey of 7, indents of convict arrivals at Port
Jackson challenges the hypothesis of was recorded on the prisoner's name, date and place of.
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